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DoD Identity and Access Management (IdAM)

“Person and non-person entities can securely access all authorized DoD resources, anywhere, at any time.”

**Request Access** with credentials

**Authenticated?**

- **yes**
  - **Authorized?**
    - **yes**
      - IT-Based Resource or Physical Resource
    - **no**
      - **Access Denied**

- **no**
  - **Access Accountability

**Non-Person Entities (NPE)**

**Person Entities (PE)**

**Contact Data Lookup**

IdAM Operational View (OV-1)
IdAM Capabilities View (CV-1)

IdAM Operational Capabilities

Dynamic Access Control
(Authentication & Authorization)

Access Accountability
(Monitoring Support)

Contact Data Lookup

IdAM Data Capabilities
(obtain, maintain, distribute)

Identification Attributes

Contact Attributes

Authorization Attributes

Fitness Attributes

Credentials

Authorization Policies

Environmental Attributes

Resource Attributes
Revised IdAM Data Flow (notional)

NOTE: To be revised – these are just notes at this point